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Within the generalized gradient approximation ~GGA! of density functional theory ~DFT! we have
calculated a three-dimensional ~3D! potential energy surface ~PES! including an angular degree of
freedom for a H2 molecule interacting with a Pd~111! surface. There is an entrance channel barrier
('0.09 eV! to both dissociative chemisorption and direct subsurface absorption, but after this
barrier is crossed direct subsurface absorption can proceed almost without a barrier. 3D quantum
mechanical wave packet calculations incorporating the rotation of H2 in a plane perpendicular to the
surface show a large part of the hydrogen going directly subsurface even at low incident kinetic
energies. The wave packet calculations also show that in the low energy regime rotation inhibits
direct subsurface absorption at low j0 and promotes it at high j0. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics. @S0021-9606~98!70230-2#I. INTRODUCTION
A number of experimental1–7 and theoretical2,3,8–19 stud-
ies indicate the existence of a hydrogen absorption site be-
tween the first and second metal layer on the Pd~111! sur-
face, a so-called subsurface site, being energetically more
stable than the bulk site and almost as favorable as the
chemisorption state on the surface. The study of Gdowski,
Stulen, and Felter6 further presents evidence that hydrogen
reaches this site directly, i.e., without first equilibrating in the
chemisorption well on the surface.
The term direct subsurface absorption will be used to
describe the process of a hydrogen molecule dissociating and
one or both of its atoms going directly into the subsurface
sites without equilibrating in the chemisorption wells on the
surface. This is in contrast to the process in which the hy-
drogen molecule dissociates, its atoms equilibrate in the
chemisorption wells on the surface, and then one or both of
the atoms reach the subsurface sites by thermally assisted
diffusion.
A first attempt to model the direct process through quan-
tum mechanical wave packet calculations on a two-
dimensional ~2D! PES was made in Ref. 14. The model char-
acter of the PES made it difficult to draw any conclusions on
the possibility for direct subsurface absorption—the authors
therefore suggested efforts to improve the PES. They also
indicated the need to increase the dimensionality of the PES.
In Ref. 18 a 2D PES based on DFT within the GGA was
presented. This PES had a barrier of about 0.9 eV ~relative to
the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential! to subsurface pen-
etration and the quantum mechanical wave packet calcula-
a!Electronic mail: olsen@chem.vu.nl2450021-9606/98/109(6)/2450/10/$15.00
nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP lictions showed no direct subsurface absorption for incident
kinetic energies below 0.74 eV. Thus the study did not sup-
port direct subsurface absorption as seen in the experiments
of Gdowski, Stulen, and Felter.6 This was attributed to the
fact that only two degrees of freedom were treated rather
than the DFT GGA level of theory not being appropriate for
modeling the H21Pd~111! system well—the DFT GGA re-
sults were in fact shown to compare favorably with experi-
mental results.18 In Ref. 19 a palladium surface degree of
freedom was added to the PES. Even though the quantum
mechanical wave packet calculations on this 3D PES did not
find hydrogen going directly subsurface for incident kinetic
energies below 0.4 eV, the results showed important qualita-
tive and quantitative effects upon including palladium sur-
face motion.
In Ref. 17 Munn and Clary used the model PES intro-
duced in Ref. 14 to include an angular degree of freedom in
the PES. With this 3D PES their quantum mechanical calcu-
lations showed a substantial part of the hydrogen going di-
rectly subsurface at low incident energies. The authors them-
selves pointed out that the results of their calculations might
have somewhat limited physical meaning due to the PES
only being parametrized for one value of the angle and not
the full range of angles needed for the 3D PES, but their
study nevertheless very clearly showed the importance of
including an angular degree of freedom in the PES.
In this paper we present a 3D PES based on DFT within
the GGA for H2 interacting with a Pd~111! surface including
an angular degree of freedom for the hydrogen molecule.
The 3D PES is then used in quantum mechanical wave
packet calculations to investigate the effect of molecular ro-
tation on the direct subsurface absorption and we compare
the results with the experimental results of Gdowski, Stulen,0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Dowand Felter.6 We also present the results of the effect of mo-
lecular rotation on the total reaction probability and compare
this to experiments.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the new 3D PES, and the techniques used in the quantum
mechanical wave packet calculations are described in Sec.
III. In Sec. IV we present the results of the dynamical calcu-
lations, and our conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. THE DFT PES CALCULATIONS
The BAND20–22 program has been used to perform the
electronic structure calculations. A detailed discussion of
how the program performs for the H21Pd~111! system can
be found in Ref. 18. There it was shown that the results were
converged to within 0.1 eV of the DFT GGA limit for the
H21Pd~111! system. We have used the same basis set and
computational parameters for the present study. It has been
shown that DFT at the GGA level compares favorably with
experimentally known results for Pd bulk, PdH bulk, the H2
molecule, and H2 on Pd~111! ~see Ref. 18 for details!.
The calculations have been done on a three layer
Pd~111! slab with hydrogen adsorbed/absorbed on one side
of the slab within a 232 surface unit cell as illustrated in Fig.
1. The H2 molecule’s center of mass is kept above/below a
bridge site and the hydrogen atoms move from the bridge
site towards the two surface hollow sites, the fcc and hcp
sites, and the subsurface sites directly beneath these. The
molecule can rotate in a plane perpendicular to the surface,
with the perpendicular plane going through the fcc and hcp
sites. Thus the three degrees of freedom included in our PES
are the hydrogen molecule’s center of mass distance to the
surface, Z ~taken positive above the surface, negative below!,
the hydrogen molecule’s bond distance, r, and a rotational
angle, u, all shown in Fig. 2. Geometries with u.90 degrees
correspond to orientations which will allow one hydrogen
atom to enter the subsurface region below a fcc site.
To be able to give a good description of the angular
dependence of the PES six 2D PESs have been calculated
FIG. 1. The slab geometry used in the calculations of the PES. The 232
surface unit cell is marked by the solid lines. The two small white discs
represent the hydrogen atoms. The bold letters F, B, and H designate the fcc,
bridge, and hcp sites, respectively. Directly below the fcc site and between
the first and second metal layers is the subsurface octahedral site. Directly
below the hcp site and between the first and second metal layers is the
subsurface tetrahedral site. The numbers 1, 2 and 3 label three bridge sites
that differ only in the sense that the plane defined by the given bridge site
and the neighboring fcc and hcp sites are rotated with respect to each other.nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licwith the angle fixed to 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 degrees,
respectively. Each 2D PES is fitted to bicubic splines based
on a set of about 70 points. The full 3D PES is expanded
according to
V3D~Z ,r ,u!5c18~Z ,r !1c28~Z ,r !cos~2u!
1c38~Z ,r !sin~2u!1c48~Z ,r !cos~4u!
1c58~Z ,r !sin~4u!1c68~Z ,r !cos~6u!. ~1!
The expansion coefficients cn8(Z ,r) are found by inverting
the set of linear equations one gets when inserting the values
for the 2D PES’s and their respective angles in Eq. ~1!.
In Fig. 3a the PES for u590 degrees is shown. The PES
describes a molecule approaching the bridge site with the
molecular axis parallel to the surface plane and dissociating
into the two surface hollow sites. The surface adsorption
minimum with one atom close to the fcc site and the other
close to the hcp site is stable by about 0.65 eV compared to
the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential. As discussed in
Ref. 18 this agrees well with the experimental value for
chemisorption. It also agrees well with the value of 0.69 eV
given by Dong and Hafner.23 As mentioned in Ref. 18, the
PES has a small barrier in the entrance channel. The barrier
is about 0.09 eV and since our calculations are only con-
verged to within 0.1 eV we should take some care in putting
too much trust in the existence of this barrier or the numeri-
cal value of its height. However, Dong, Kresse, and Hafner24
also using DFT, but with a different method for solving the
Kohn–Sham equations25,26 and a different GGA, give a
value of 71 meV for the barrier in the entrance channel when
considering the same approach geometry. In a more recent
study by Dong and Hafner23 the value of 19 meV is given for
the same barrier. This seems to indicate that there is a small
barrier in the entrance channel for this approach geometry
when studying the system at the GGA level within DFT. We
will comment more on this in Sec. IV. Since in Fig. 3a the
molecular axis is kept parallel to the surface both the hydro-
gen atoms are moved subsurface when the Z coordinate takes
negative values. For the atom entering the subsurface region
below the fcc site this causes no problem—it approaches a
favorable absorption site, the octahedral subsurface site,
which geometrically resembles the bulk octahedral site the
hydrogen is known to occupy in bulk PdH.27–30 But the atom
entering the subsurface region below the hcp site comes too
close to the Pd atom in the second metal layer directly be-
neath the hcp site—the tetrahedral subsurface site is not a
FIG. 2. The three degrees of freedom treated in this study are shown in the
figure.ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dowstable absorption site. Thus, as seen from Fig. 3a, the sub-
surface minimum is not stable with respect to the bottom of
the H2 gas phase potential. We also note that the barrier to
subsurface penetration is high for u590 degrees, about 0.9
eV.
Figure 3b shows the PES for the end-on approach, u50
degrees. There is an energy minimum for a geometry with
one atom in the bridge position and the other atom between
the first and second metal layer directly beneath the bridge
site, but this is not stable with respect to the bottom of the H2
gas phase potential. To reach this minimum a barrier of al-
most 2 eV has to be climbed.
Figures 3c and 3d show the PES’s for u5120 and u
560 degrees, respectively. For positive values of the Z co-
ordinate they are quite similar. Once the molecule has passed
a small barrier of about 0.12 eV in the entrance channel the
atoms can move freely towards a geometry with one atom
above the surface and the other below. But the u560 degrees
PES develops a much more pronounced repulsive wall for
negative values of Z than the u5120 degrees PES. This is
due to what has already been discussed above. For the
u5120 degrees approach one of the atoms ends up close to
FIG. 3. The figures show contour plots of the six 2D PES’s used to build up
the 3D PES. The numbers within the contour plots are in eV and give the
value of the contour line that lies closest by. In ~e! and ~f! the number 1.3
pertains to the two closest contour lines. The energies are given relative to
the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential. In all the six contour plots the first
contour line near the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential is 0.1 eV, and the
contour spacing is 0.3 eV.nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licthe hcp site; the other moves in the direction of a subsurface
octahedral site and meets little resistance. The atom going
subsurface in the u560 degrees approach moves towards the
tetrahedral subsurface site and feels the repulsion from the
Pd atom in the second metal layer directly beneath the hcp
site.
Figures 3e and 3f show the PES’s for u5150 and u530
degrees, respectively. Again they are quite similar for posi-
tive Z values. They both show a large barrier towards reach-
ing a geometry with one atom above the surface and the
other below. But now the effect of the position of the sub-
surface atom is much larger. For u5150 degrees the PES has
a minimum with one atom close to the hcp site and the other
close to the subsurface octahedral site which is stable by
about 0.25 eV compared to the bottom of the H2 gas phase
potential. The minimum for u530 degrees with one atom
close to the fcc site and the other close to the tetrahedral
subsurface site is not stable with respect to the bottom of the
H2 gas phase potential.
Figure 4 shows the PES resulting when the 3D PES has
been minimized with respect to the angular variable. Also
shown in the figure are the Z and r coordinates of three
reaction paths. The values of the angular variable along these
three reaction paths are given in Fig. 5a, and Fig. 5b shows
how the adsorption/absorption energy ~with respect to the
bottom of the H2 gas phase potential! varies along the reac-
tion path coordinate, s. Reaction paths ~1! and ~2! represent
minimum energy paths, whereas reaction path ~3! is no mini-
mum energy path. It is identical to ~2! in the Z and r coor-
dinates, but the angular variable along ~3! takes the values
u351802u2, with u2 being the value of the angular variable
along ~2!. Reaction path ~3! serves to show the large differ-
ence between the subsurface sites below the fcc and hcp
sites. The figures clearly show that there are two end geom-
etries that are stable with respect to the bottom of the H2 gas
phase potential. The first lies at the end of reaction path ~1!
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Reaction path ~1! has a local mini-
mum for both hydrogen atoms on the surface, one close to
the fcc site, the other close to the hcp site (s'4.5a0). This
geometry can be reached by letting the hydrogen molecule
FIG. 4. The figure shows a contour plot of the PES resulting when the 3D
PES has been minimized with respect to the angular variable. The numbers
without the parentheses are in eV and give the value of the contour line that
lies closest by. The energies are given relative to the bottom of the H2 gas
phase potential, and the contour spacing is 0.3 eV. Three reaction paths are
also indicated in the plot and labeled by the numbers within the parentheses.
The values of the angular coordinate along these reaction paths are given in
Fig. 5a.ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dowapproach the surface with its molecular axis parallel to the
surface ~u590 degrees! and passing a small barrier in the
entrance channel of 0.09 eV. It is stable by about 0.65 eV as
mentioned above. We also see from Fig. 5b that the global
minimum along reaction path ~1! is for a geometry where the
two hydrogen atoms are shifted away from the threefold
sites. As discussed in Ref. 18 this is due to the repulsion
between the hydrogen atoms—two hydrogen atoms prefer to
be further away from each other than the distance between
neighboring fcc and hcp sites. The other stable geometry lies
at the end of reaction path ~2! and has one hydrogen atom in
the hcp site and the other in the subsurface octahedral site.
This geometry can be reached by approaching the surface
with the molecular axis parallel to the surface ~u590 de-
grees!, passing the 0.09 eV barrier in the entrance channel
and the surface adsorption minimum, and then rotating the
molecule quite fast while increasing the distance between the
hydrogen atoms and moving the molecule’s center of mass
closer to the surface. A second barrier ~0.02 eV! has to be
climbed to reach the final geometry, but this barrier is lower
than the one in the entrance channel. The final geometry is
stable by about 0.55 eV. Results for a third reaction path,
reaction ~3!, are also given in Fig. 5. Since the final geometry
is energetically unstable with respect to the bottom of H2 gas
phase potential it does not deserve to be called a reaction
path, but it illustrates what has already been discussed above
very clearly—a hydrogen atom penetrating the subsurface
directly below a hcp site experiences strong repulsion from
the closest Pd atom in the second metal layer.
It is important to note that the barrier to direct subsurface
absorption is strongly dependent on the angle of the ap-
proaching hydrogen molecule. For the energetically more fa-
FIG. 5. Figure ~a! shows the value of the angular variable (u) along the
three reaction paths discussed in the text and shown in Fig. 4, as a function
of a reaction path coordinate (s). Figure ~b! gives the molecule–surface
interaction energies (Ea) along these reaction paths as a function of the same
reaction path coordinate. The branching of the reaction paths in Fig. 4 oc-
curs for s'4.5a0.nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licvorable angles the barrier to direct subsurface absorption is
only about 0.02 eV ~after the 0.09 eV barrier in the entrance
channel has been passed!. Other angles give large barriers.
We also note that it is not only the part of the 3D PES with
one or both hydrogen atoms subsurface that shows a strong
dependence on the angular coordinate. The part of the PES
describing geometries with both atoms above the surface
also has a considerable angular dependence.
III. THE WAVE PACKET CALCULATIONS
The 3D Hamiltonian governing the motion of the hydro-
gen molecule is given by
Hˆ 52
1
2M
]2
]Z2
2
1
2m
]2
]r2
2
1
2mr
]2
]u2
1V~Z ,r ,u!, ~2!
where the total and reduced mass are written as M and m,
respectively. According to the time-dependent close-
coupling wave packet approach of Mowrey and Kouri31,32
the wave function, C(Z ,r ,u ,t), can at any time be expanded
as
C~Z ,r ,u ,t !5 (
j52N
N
f j
j0~Z ,r ,t !
1
A2p
exp~ i ju!, ~3!
where j0 labels the initial rotational state of the molecule and
the Fourier expansion is truncated at N. This gives the close-
coupling equations
i
]
]t
f j8
j0~Z ,r ,t !5F2 12M ]2]Z2 2 12m ]2]r2 1 j822mrGf j8j0~Z ,r ,t !
1 (j52N
N
V j8 j~Z ,r !f j
j0~Z ,r ,t !, ~4!
with
V j8 j~Z ,r !5
1
2pE0
2p
duV~Z ,r ,u!exp@ i~ j2 j8!u# . ~5!
The interaction potential, V(Z ,r ,u), and the potential cou-
pling matrix, V j8 j(Z ,r), will be discussed later. The initial
wave function, C(Z ,r ,u ,t0), is given by inserting
f j
j0~Z ,r ,t0!5d j j0xn0 j0~r !E dkzb~kz! 1A2p exp~ ikzZ !,
~6!
in Eq. ~3!, where xn0 j0(r) is a rovibrational eigenfunction of
a hydrogen molecule rotating in a plane and labeled by the
quantum numbers n0 and j0, and b(kz) is the momentum
distribution function for motion in Z given by
b~kz!5S 2z2p D
1/4
exp@2~kz02kz!
2z21i~kz02kz!Z0# .
~7!
The width of the momentum distribution function is deter-
mined by z, the average translational momentum and the
center of the initial wave function are given by kz0 and Z0,
respectively. Propagating the wave function in time is doneense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dowby acting with the time evolution operator, e2iHˆ t, on the
initial wave function according to the Chebyshev technique33
as described in Refs. 31, 32, 34.
The expansion coefficients, f j
j0(Z ,r ,t), in Eq. ~3! are
represented on 2D grids with equally spaced gridpoints cov-
ering the region 26.0,Z,18.0a0 and 0.2,r,9.2a0 with
240 and 60 points in the Z and r directions, respectively. In
the expansion of Eq. ~3! we have used N548. Due to the
inversion symmetry of H2 only even ~odd! j-states have to be
considered in the expansion of the wave function for j0 even
~odd!. The action of the kinetic energy operators in Z and r
on the wave function in Eq. ~4! is found by the fast Fourier
transform technique.35,36 The 3D PES presented in the pre-
vious section has not been calculated outside the region
22.5,Z,5.0a0 and 0.7,r,5.0a0, but we use the same
technique as in Refs. 18, 19 to ensure we have an interaction
potential defined on the whole grid. The H2 gas phase poten-
tial, VH2(r), is appended to the 3D PES in the following
manner:
cn~Z ,r !5cn8~Z ,r !, Z<5.0a0 , nP$1,6%,
c1~Z ,r !5 f switch~Z !c18~5.0a0 ,r !1~12 f switch~Z !!
3VH2~r !, 5.0a0,Z,6.75a0 ,
cn~Z ,r !5 f switch~Z !cn8~5.0a0 ,r !, 5.0a0,Z,6.75a0 ,
nP$2,6%,
~8!
c1~Z ,r !5VH2~r !, Z>6.75a0 ,
cn~Z ,r !50, Z>6.75a0 , nP$2,6%,
with
f switch~Z !5
1
2 1
1
2 cos~x!, x5
~Z25.0a0!p
1.75a0
. ~9!
For Z,22.0a0 the coefficients cn(Z ,r) are set equal to their
values along the line Z522.0a0 and for r.5.0a0 equal to
their values along the line r55.0a0. The interaction potential
in Eqs. ~2! and ~5! is then given by
V~Z ,r ,u!5c1~Z ,r !1c2~Z ,r !cos~2u!1c3~Z ,r !sin~2u!
1c4~Z ,r !cos~4u!1c5~Z ,r !sin~4u!
1c6~Z ,r !cos~6u!. ~10!
The potential coupling matrix, V j8 j(Z ,r), in Eqs. ~4! and ~5!
can then easily be evaluated analytically and expressed in
terms of the coefficients cn(Z ,r). The coupling matrix is
then seen to be very sparse. Combined with the fact that the
kinetic energy operator in the angular coordinate is diagonal,
as seen from Eq. ~4!, this leads to very favorable scaling with
respect to the number of expansion functions. This is the
reason for choosing to work with the time-dependent close-
coupling wave packet approach of Mowrey and Kouri.31,32
To avoid artificial reflection from the boundaries of the
grids quadratic optical potentials37 have been used to absorb
the wave packets in the regions 26.0,Z,22.0a0, 12.1
,Z,18.0a0, and 5.0,r,9.2a0. In the Chebyshev expan-
sion a time step of 100 a.u. ~2.4 fs! has been used. This isnloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licshort enough to avoid the Chebyshev expansion becoming
unstable upon including optical potentials.38 The projection
operator formalism of Neuhauser and Baer39 has been used
to bring the initial wave packet in on a separate, one-
dimensional grid, thus reducing the size of the grid in the Z
direction.
To be able to distinguish the situation when one or both
hydrogen atoms go subsurface from both staying on the sur-
face, we use the flux formalism described in Refs. 18, 19, 38,
40. The energy resolved reaction probability is found from
P~kz!5
2p
ukzu
Im E
S
j~kz!dS, ~11!
where j(kz) is the energy resolved flux vector given by
j~kz!5C1*~kzuZ ,r ,u!
]C1~kzuZ ,r ,u!
]Z eZ
1
M
m
C1*~kzuZ ,r ,u!
]C1~kzuZ ,r ,u!
]r
er
1
M
m
C1*~kzuZ ,r ,u!
]C1~kzuZ ,r ,u!
]u
eu , ~12!
with eZ , er , and eu being the unit vectors in the Z , r , and u
directions, respectively. The stationary wave functions
C1(kzuZ ,r ,u) and their derivatives are found by time to
energy Fourier transforms as described in Refs. 18, 19, 34,
38, 40. From Fig. 2 we see that if Z lies under the surface
described by
Z5
1
2 rucos~u!u, rP@0,rflux# , uP@0,2p!, ~13!
one or both of the hydrogen atoms are beneath the surface
plane. To use this curved surface in evaluating the surface
integral in Eq. ~11! we would have to calculate the full flux
vector in Eq. ~12!. If we on the other hand consider the
surface combined of two flat surfaces,
Z50, rP@0,rflux# , uP@0,2p!, ~14!
and
r5rflux , ZPF0,12 rfluxucos~u!uG , uP@0,2p!, ~15!
only one of the three terms in Eq. ~12! would need to be
calculated for each surface. Since the two approaches are
equivalent we choose the less computationally demanding
one. Thus the energy resolved direct subsurface absorption
probability is found by integrating the appropriate part of the
flux vector over the surface defined by Eqs. ~14! and ~15!.
The probability for both atoms ending up on the surface is
found by evaluating the surface integral in Eq. ~11! over the
surface,
r5rflux , ZPS 12 rfluxucos~u!u,ZfluxG , uP@0,2p!,
~16!
where rflux55.0a0 and Zflux518.0a0. The total reaction
probability is found by adding the surface and subsurface
reaction probabilities.ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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DowIV. RESULTS
The probabilities for one or both hydrogen atoms going
directly subsurface for different initial molecular rotational
states are shown in Fig. 6. The hydrogen molecule is initially
in its ground vibrational state. We see that hydrogen pen-
etrates directly into the subsurface region already at incident
kinetic energies of about 0.05 eV, and at an energy of 0.2 eV
a substantial part of the hydrogen goes directly subsurface.
The results from our 3D model therefore support the experi-
mental evidence presented by Gdowski, Stulen, and Felter6
for hydrogen going directly subsurface without equilibrating
in the chemisorption well on the surface.
In Ref. 18 the quantum dynamical wave packet calcula-
tions on the 2D DFT PES did not give any support for direct
subsurface absorption at low incident kinetic energies. In the
present study the dynamical wave packet calculations on the
new 3D DFT PES do show substantial subsurface penetra-
tion at low energies. What would happen if we would in-
clude all six molecular degrees of freedom in our calcula-
tions? Would we still find support for direct subsurface
absorption? As will be suggested below, and also indicated
in Ref. 19, dynamical steering41 ~by forces the molecule ex-
periences as it travels along the PES which tend to make the
molecule follow minimum energy paths towards the final
geometries! plays an important role in the low energy regime
of direct subsurface absorption of hydrogen on Pd~111!. Our
present study has indicated a favorable reaction path on the
PES leading to hydrogen ending up below the surface plane.
Dong and Hafner23 do not consider the possibility for direct
subsurface absorption, but they give results for three reaction
paths not considered here, where the hydrogen atoms end up
in the threefold chemisorption sites on the surface. If ex-
tended to the subsurface region they would probably show
similar energetics as the path considered in this study, al-
though the subsurface penetration would occur for a larger
H–H separation. Thus there will be a number of reaction
paths present on a six-dimensional ~6D! PES including all
molecular degrees of freedom leading to hydrogen ending up
below the surface plane and dynamical steering will guide
hydrogen along these favorable paths to the subsurface re-
gion. We therefore believe that a 6D treatment of the
FIG. 6. The probability (P) for one or both hydrogen atoms going directly
subsurface as a function of the collision energy (E trans), for different initial
rotational states ( j0). The hydrogen molecule is initially in its ground vibra-
tional state.nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licH21Pd~111! system would also display direct subsurface ab-
sorption at low incident kinetic energies.
In Ref. 19 it was shown that Pd surface motion intro-
duced important qualitative and quantitative effects in the
direct subsurface absorption when two of the hydrogen mo-
lecular degrees of freedom were treated. Treating more mo-
lecular degrees of freedom together with Pd surface motion
might open up more subsurface channels, again suggesting
that theoretical calculations would agree with the experimen-
tal results of Gdowski, Stulen, and Felter6 in that they would
show direct subsurface absorption.
The subsurface probabilities show a lot of structure, as
also seen in the 2D calculations in Ref. 18. The peaks that
are seen are likely to be due to resonances. Resonances that
can affect a reaction are entrance channel resonances ~the
reactant is trapped in a well, and its vibration against the
barrier enhances the reaction! and transition state resonances
~which arise from quantization of the motions perpendicular
to the reaction path at the transition state!. Entrance channel
resonances often give rise to the peak structure seen also in
the present results ~see for example Ref. 42!. Transition state
resonances are usually manifest from sudden rises in the re-
action probability, followed by a leveling off ~see for ex-
ample Ref. 43!. Because this staircase behavior is not seen in
our results, it is less likely that transition state resonances
cause the structure seen. It is more likely that the structure is
due to trapping in front of the barrier to subsurface penetra-
tion ~see also Fig. 3a!. However, a further analysis of the
resonances was not made in the present paper. Rather, to be
able to see the trends in Fig. 6 more clearly we have convo-
luted the the curves by using the convolution
Pconv~E trans!5E dE f ~E;E trans!P~E !, ~17!
where
f ~E;E trans!5H 12DE , E trans2DE,E,E trans1DE ,
0, otherwise,
~18!
with DE50.1 eV. The results are given in Fig. 7. For j0
50 and j051 the probabilities show an increase with in-
FIG. 7. The figure shows the convolution of the curves in Fig. 6, where the
convolution given in Eqs. ~17! and ~18! has been used. P labels the prob-
ability for one or both hydrogen atoms going directly subsurface, E trans the
collision energy, and j0 the initial rotational states.ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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small decrease and flattening out for higher energies. For
j052, j053, j054, and j055 there is a continuous increase
in subsurface penetration with increasing energies. A differ-
ence between the low (,0.5 eV! and high (.0.5 eV! colli-
sion energy regime is that in the low energy regime the direct
subsurface absorption first decreases with increasing j0 and
then increases again with further increasing j0, whereas in
the high energy regime the direct subsurface absorption sim-
ply increases with increasing j0. The low energy behavior is
similar to what is seen in experiments for the total reaction
probability.44,45 A slow incoming hydrogen molecule in the
ground rotational state can be oriented around a favorable
geometry for penetrating the subsurface region. Increasing
the rotational energy will make it more difficult to orient or
keep the molecule oriented around a favorable geometry. But
increasing the rotational or the incident kinetic energy also
makes a larger part of the PES accessible to the molecule.
The competition between these two effects can explain the
results seen in Fig. 7.
Our results show both qualitative and quantitative differ-
ences from the results of Munn and Clary17 for a hydrogen
molecule in its rotational and vibrational ground state. This
is not due to the reduced-dimensionality approximations they
used to perform their 3D calculations, but rather the PES
they employed in the calculations. In Fig. 8 we show a con-
tour plot of the LEPS PES they used for an angle of u
5120 degrees. Comparing this with the DFT PES presented
in Fig. 3c we see that the 3D LEPS PES suffers from only
being parametrized for one value of the angle (u590 de-
grees! and not the full range of angles. Thus, as the authors
themselves pointed out, the 3D LEPS PES they used does
not model direct subsurface absorption very well. But their
study did nevertheless show the importance of including an
angular degree of freedom in the PES and also indicated that
FIG. 8. Contour plot of the LEPS PES for an angle of u5120 degrees used
by Munn and Clary ~Ref. 17!. See Fig. 3c for a comparison. The numbers
within the contour plot are in eV and give the value of the contour line that
lies closest by. The number 0.1 pertains to the two closest contour lines. The
energies are given relative to the bottom of the H2 gas phase potential, and
the contour spacing is 0.3 eV.nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licincluding an angular degree of freedom would open up the
possibility of hydrogen going directly subsurface even at low
incident kinetic energies.
In the 2D study of Ref. 18 it was shown that vibra-
tionally exciting the hydrogen molecule was very efficient in
promoting direct subsurface absorption. Figure 9 shows the
direct subsurface absorption probabilities for a hydrogen
molecule in its first vibrationally excited state and different
initial molecular rotational states. Comparing these results to
those in Fig. 7 we see that vibrationally exciting the hydro-
gen molecule is also in this 3D treatment very efficient in
promoting direct subsurface absorption. We also note that
Figs. 7 and 9 show a similar trend with respect to dynamical
steering—both show that in the low energy regime the direct
subsurface absorption first decreases with increasing j0 and
then increases again with further increasing j0, whereas in
the high energy regime the direct subsurface absorption sim-
ply increases with increasing j0.
The total reaction probabilities are shown in Fig. 10 and
we see that the probabilities tend to zero when the incident
kinetic energies approach zero. This seems to disagree with
the experimental results in Refs. 44–47 which indicate a
nonzero sticking coefficient for the low energies. In Ref. 46
the results are interpreted to indicate that there is no barrier
in the entrance channel, whereas the authors in Ref. 47 claim
their results point to a barrier of about 50 meV. The reason
FIG. 9. The probability (P) for one or both hydrogen atoms going directly
subsurface as a function of the collision energy (E trans), for different initial
rotational states ( j0). The hydrogen molecule is initially in its first vibra-
tionally excited state. The convolution of Eqs. ~17! and ~18! has been used.
FIG. 10. The total reaction probability (P), i.e., the probability for the
hydrogen molecule not being reflected back to the gas phase, as a function
of the collision energy (E trans), for different initial rotational states ( j0). The
hydrogen molecule is initially in its ground vibrational state.ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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cient initially decreases with increasing incident energies—
the hydrogen molecule is thought to be trapped in a molecu-
lar precursor state as a step in the dissociation process, which
would favor the slow incoming molecules. In Ref. 44 de-
creasing dynamical steering is thought to be the reason for
the initial decrease in the sticking coefficient and no barrier
is inferred. Thus the experiments do not seem to answer the
question of whether there are barrierless reaction paths or not
to H2 dissociation on Pd~111!. The question of whether mo-
lecular precursor states play a role in the dissociation or not
seems also to be left unanswered by experiments.
In the DFT GGA calculations by Dong, Kresse, and
Hafner24 five different paths to dissociation were considered
and all showed a barrier in the entrance channel. In a more
recent study by Dong and Hafner23 the same five paths, plus
two additional paths, to dissociation were considered. Four
paths were reported to be nonactivated. Two of these paths
had earlier been said to be activated. Both studies agree with
the results that the path considered in Section II is slightly
activated. But as seen from Fig. 3a and 3b in Ref. 19 the
barrier in the entrance channel almost disappears when in-
cluding Pd surface motion. Thus it is not completely clear
whether DFT at the GGA level predicts barrierless reaction
paths to dissociation or not for the H21Pd~111! system. Fur-
ther our 3D PES shows no molecular precursor state, in
agreement with the results of Dong, Kresse, and Hafner24
and Dong and Hafner.23 Their results do, however, indicate
the presence of molecular precursor states for other reaction
paths.
There are thus three possible explanations for the dis-
agreement between our total reaction probabilities tending to
zero and the nonzero sticking coefficient seen in experi-
ments. If trapping into molecular precursor states is an im-
portant step in the dissociation process and this is the reason
for the high sticking coefficients at the low energies, we
would not be able to model this with our present 3D PES
since this PES does not show any molecular precursor wells.
Another explanation could be that DFT at the GGA level
wrongly predicts a barrier in the entrance channel for the
reaction path considered in this study—the true PES might
have no barrier to dissociation and quantum mechanical
wave packet calculations on such a PES would yield nonzero
reaction probabilities even at the low energies.41 A third pos-
sible explanation is that, as indicated by the results of Dong
and Hafner,23 the 6D DFT GGA PES do have barrierless
reaction paths for other approach geometries than the one
considered here, or, as indicated in Ref. 19, Pd surface mo-
tion might remove the barrier in the entrance channel. A
model study including such barrierless reaction paths in the
DFT GGA PES would again give nonzero reaction probabili-
ties for the low energies when performing quantum mechani-
cal wave packet calculations.
The influence of molecular rotation on the total reaction
probability is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The figures show
similar trends as seen for direct subsurface absorption—in
the low energy regime the total reaction probability first de-
creases with increasing j0 and then increases again with fur-
ther increasing j0. This is in qualitative agreement with thenloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licexperimental results of Refs. 44, 45 which indicated efficient
steering for the rotational ground and lower rotationally ex-
cited states.
Finally, our planar rotor model of the hydrogen molecule
allows for both positive and negative values of the initial
rotational quantum number j0 as seen from Eqs. ~3! and ~4!.
This reflects the possibility for clockwise and counter-
clockwise rotation within the plane. In this study we have
been focusing on the influence of including an angular de-
gree of freedom for the H2 molecule on a qualitative level,
and the results for negative j0 show all the same qualitative
trends as for the positive j0. However, there are some points
worth commenting on. In Fig. 12 we show results for direct
subsurface absorption for molecules initially in the j051 and
j0521 states. Since we believe dynamical steering is very
important in the low energy energy regime, it should not
make much difference whether the molecule rotates clock-
wise or counter-clockwise initially, and this is also what we
see in Fig. 12. But in the high energy regime the j051
molecules exhibit higher direct subsurface absorption prob-
abilities than the j0521 molecules. This can be understood
FIG. 11. The figure shows the convolution of the curves in Fig. 10 using
Eqs. ~17! and ~18!. P labels the total reaction probability, E trans the collision
energy, and j0 the initial rotational states.
FIG. 12. The probability (P) for one or both hydrogen atoms going directly
subsurface ~1!, the probability for dissociative chemisorption ~2!, and their
sum, i.e., the probability for the hydrogen molecule not being reflected back
to the gas phase ~3! as a function of the collision energy (E trans), for j0
51 and j0521. The hydrogen molecule is initially in its ground vibra-
tional state and the convolution given in Eqs. ~17! and ~18! has been used.ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Dowfrom Figs. 3, 4, and 5 and the discussion in Sec. II. The j0
51 molecules rotate in a direction of increasing u and this
rotational direction leads towards a favorable absorption ge-
ometry, whereas the rotational direction of the j0521 mol-
ecules lead towards an unfavorable absorption geometry.
These trends are seen for u j0u51 through u j0u55 ~results not
shown here!, with the additional feature that the difference in
the high energy regime becomes smaller with increasing u j0u.
A tentative explanation for the latter effect is that the rota-
tional motion for high, positive j0 is too fast compared to the
motion in Z and r to lead towards a favorable absorption
geometry.
The effects described in the previous paragraph can per-
haps be observed experimentally. With the use of a magnetic
field perpendicular to the plane of rotation as defined in the
present work, ‘‘top-spin’’ and ‘‘back-spin’’ states which are
very similar to the j051 and j0521 planar rotor states
discussed here, can be made using state-selection techniques
pioneered in the late sixties.48 Such experiments would yield
a difference between the j051 and j0521 direct subsur-
face absorption probabilities if we assume that ~i! direct sub-
surface penetration mainly takes place with the hydrogen
molecule’s center of mass at the bridge sites and that ~ii!
bridge site 1 is much more reactive for subsurface penetra-
tion than bridge sites 2 and 3 ~of Fig. 1!. The second assump-
tion seems reasonable in that for a molecule aligned parallel
to the plane of incidence as defined in the present work,
reaction at bridge sites 2 and 3 would not follow a reaction
path with the atoms ending up in or passing through the
threefold hollow sites and therefore be reduced. Furthermore,
with a molecule aligned parallel to the plane of incidence as
described above, the only other impact site which would al-
low the hydrogen atoms to reach the subsurface region is the
top site. But the barrier to subsurface penetration would then
be found at larger H–H separation, making direct subsurface
penetration less likely, thus supporting the first assumption
above. To measure the effects the experiments should also
distinguish between dissociative chemisorption and direct
subsurface absorption, which may be to hard to accomplish.
However, as Fig. 12, shows the rotational direction also af-
fects the dissociative chemisorption and total reaction prob-
abilities. A measurement of this effect would be interesting
even if only for the total reaction probability. So far,
experiments49–51 and theoretical calculations41,52–54 have
only addressed the influence of molecular orientation with
respect to the surface, looking at ‘‘cartwheel’’ (m j50) and
‘‘helicopter’’ (m j56 j) states, where the quantization axis
is perpendicular to the surface. It should be interesting also
to explore the effect of the rotational direction, i.e., the sign
of m j , where m j is defined with respect to a quantization
direction parallel to the surface. We should also note that the
alignment parallel to the plane for m j56 j states improves
with increasing j , suggesting that the effect might be easier
to verify experimentally for high j .
V. CONCLUSIONS
Using density functional theory ~DFT! within the gener-
alized gradient approximation ~GGA! a three-dimensional
~3D! potential energy surface ~PES! including an angular de-nloaded 20 Mar 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licgree of freedom was calculated for the H21Pd~111! system.
The 3D PES shows an entrance channel barrier ('0.09 eV!
to both dissociative chemisorption and direct subsurface ab-
sorption, but after this barrier is crossed direct subsurface
absorption can proceed almost without a barrier ~'0.02 eV!.
The 3D PES is also seen to be strongly dependent on the
angular degree of freedom with the barrier for subsurface
penetration ranging from the said 0.02 eV to almost 2 eV.
Quantum mechanical wave packet calculations employ-
ing the 3D PES showed hydrogen going directly subsurface
even at low incident kinetic energies. This is in good agree-
ment with the experimental evidence presented by Gdowski,
Stulen, and Felter6 that hydrogen can absorb directly subsur-
face without first equilibrating in the chemisorption well on
the surface.
We also saw that in the high incident energy regime
~.0.5 eV! direct subsurface absorption increased with in-
creasing j0. In the low incident energy regime ~,0.5 eV! the
strong dependence on the angular degree of freedom in the
3D PES led to rotation inhibiting direct subsurface absorp-
tion at low j0 and promoting it at high j0. The low energy
results showed the same qualitative trend as seen in experi-
ments for the behavior of the sticking coefficients,44,45 and
this can be explained by the competition between dynamical
steering41 at low rotational energies and accessibility of
larger parts of the PES at high rotational energies.
For the lowest incident kinetic energies the total reaction
probabilities found in our calculations tended to zero,
whereas experiments44–47 show nonzero sticking coefficients
in this regime. This discrepancy could possibly be caused by
molecular precursor states not modeled in our 3D DFT GGA
PES being responsible for nonzero sticking, DFT at the GGA
level wrongly predicting barriers in the entrance channel, or
our model not including barrierless reaction paths that might
exist on the full-dimensional DFT GGA PES, where full-
dimensional refers to both hydrogen molecular degrees of
freedom and Pd surface degrees of freedom.
The effect of the rotational direction on reaction prob-
abilities has until now not been studied. Our calculations
showed small quantitative differences between results for
positive and negative j0 and we therefore suggest further
work in this direction, both experimental and theoretical.
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